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L&H OMEGA TIE CRANE BOOM

OVERVIEW

MACHINE
Maintenance of way
equipment

MACHINE MAKE &
MODEL

Kershaw Tie Cranes

RELATED L&H
SERVICES

Equipment rebuilds and
customizations
Component and assembly
design, engineering, repair,
manufacturing
Reverse engineering parts for
vintage equipment
Field machining and welding
Gearbox rebuilds
Machine failure analysis and
troubleshooting

The L&H Omega Tie-Crane Booms provide value to your maintenance of way
equipment through reduced cracking and more than 2X increased life. Historical
pitfalls of OEM designs including cracking at the cylinder attachment ears, doubler
plates and wear from pivot pins have been eliminated and completely redesigned.

Interchangeable. Completely interchangeable with the OEM components,
reducing inventory needs.

Reduced Stress Concentrations. 300%-50% decreased stress concentration,
dependent on machine application.

Availability and Reduced Maintenance. Reduced downtime and increased
productivity through component availability.

Longer Life. The upgraded design has proven to last more than 2X longer than
OEM designs; further reducing an operation’s cost in replacement parts and
downtime.
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Contact L&H about our
Omega Tie Crane
Booms for railroad
operations.

RELATED L&H
PRODUCTS

L&H Omega Pregauger
L&H Omega Work Arm
Assembly
L&H Omega Spiker Axle
L&H Omega Tie Crane Axle
Replacement Cylinders for
MOW Equipment

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Relocation of mounting plates that are prone to cracking to the side oft he boom and
elongating the design.

Virtually eliminating any chance of cracking at the ends of the mounting plates, the weld
zones are moved to the sides of the boom and away from high stress areas.

Stress in the area of the radius is reduced by 28. The increased radius reduces stress,
increases life, and reduces cracking in the component.

Stiffeners are integrated into the boom design to mitigate premature cracking in the weld
when torque is applied.


